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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of numerical solution of nonlinear eaction diffusion equations with time delay by 
the finite difference method, the discretized solution un =- (Ul,n,..., UN,n) at the n th time step 
is governed by a system of nonlinear difference quations in the form 
( I  4- kA)un --~ un-1  "b kf-n(un, un -s ) ,  
un -- r/n, 
(n = 1,2, . . . ) ,  
(i.1) 
(n = O, - i , . . . , - s ) ,  
where A is an N by N matrix, ! is the identity matrix, and k is a small positive constant. The 
vector /n represents he initial value while fn is, in general, a nonlinear function of u~ and u~_,. 
System (1.1) may be considered as a finite-difference approximation for the reaction diffusion 
problem 
o~ DV2u = f (x ,  t, u(x, t), uC:r, t - r)) ,  (t > O, :r E n) ,  
Ot 
su  = h(x, t), (t > O, x ~ On), (1.2) 
u(x, t) : V(x, t), ( - r  < t < O, x ~ n), 
where n is a bounded omain in Rp with boundary 0n (p = 1,2,. . .) ,  B is a linear boundary 
operator (Dirichlet, Neumann, or Robin type), and D and ~" are positive constants representing 
the diffusion coefficient and time delay, respectively. In fact, it can be shown by the implicit 
method for parabolic equations that the finite-difference solution u~,. - u(z~, t . )  of (1.2) at the 
mesh point (z~, t . )  in ~ - fluOG is governed by (1.1) where k - tn - t . -1  is the time increment, 
N is the total number of mesh points in ~, and A and fn are associated with the Laplace operator 
DV 2 and the reaction function f ,  respectively (e.g., see [1-4]). 
The purpose of this paper is to develop various monotone iterative schemes for the computation 
of the solution of (1.1) using the method of upper and lower solutions. This method has been 
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widely used for the treatment of parabolic and elliptic boundary value problems (cf. [5,6]) as 
well as their corresponding finite-difference equations (cf. [3,4,7-10]). However, most of the 
discussions for parabolic problems are for equations without ime delay. The present investigation 
is devoted to the finite difference system (1.1) where the effect of time delay is the main concern. 
An advantage of this method is that it gives not only computational gorithms for numerical 
solutions but also some qualitative properties of the solution such as existence, uniqueness, and 
upper and lower bounds of the solution. The process of monotone iteration leads to improved 
upper and lower bounds of the solution in each iteration as well as existence and comparison 
result for the solution. In Section 2, we give two monotone iterative schemes for (1.1) where 
fn(u,v) is nondecreasing in v. These iterative schemes are extended in Sector 3 to the case 
where fn(u, v) is nonincreasing in v and some more general type of functions. Application to 
a diffusive logistic equation is given in Section 4 where some techniques for the construction of 
upper and lower solutions are demonstrated. 
2. MONOTONE ITERATIVE SCHEMES 
Motivated by the parabolic boundary value problem (1.2), we impose the following basic con- 
ditions on A and fn(u, v). 
HYPOTHESIS H. 
(i) The matr/x A - (a~j) is irreducible and aij satisfy the condition 
N 
a~j <0 [or i # j, and E a~j > O, for Ml i = l, . . . , N. 
j=l 
(ii) f~,n(u, v) is a cl-function of u, v e Ji,n where Ji,n is an interval in R. 
Hypothesis H(i) implies that A is an M-matrix, and for each k > 0, the inverse ( I  + kA) -x 
exists and is a positive matrix (cf. [11]). Moreover, the smallest eigenvalue A0 of A is real and 
nonnegative. The interval JLn in H(ii) is given by the sector between a pair of upper and lower 
solutions which are defined according to the monotone property of fi,n(u, v) in v (but not in u). 
In this section we treat the case where fn(u, v) is quasimonotone ondecreasing in v in the sense 
that ~ >_ 0. This leads to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Two vectors fin =- (ill,n,... ,fin,n), fan =- (ill,n,.--,fin,n) are called ordered 
upper and lower solutions of (1.1) for the case ~ >_ 0 in J~,n f i sh  >_ fin and 
(I + kA)a. > a . - i  + ken(an, an-.), 
(n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) ,  
( I  + kA)fin < fin-1 + kfn(ftn, an-,),  (2.1) 
> on > a , ,  (n = o , -1 , . . . , - s ) .  
In the above definition, inequalities between vectors are always in the componentwise nse, 
and the condition ~ _~ 0 in J~,n is for all u, v E J~,n, where 
Ji,n = (fii,n, fii,n) = {u E R; fi~,n -< u _~ fib,n}. 
To develop a monotone iterative scheme for (1.1), we choose for each (i, n), a constant 7i,n -~ 0 
such that 
f Ofi,n ) 7*,n >- max/~- '~u (u,v); u,v E (fi~,n,fi~,n) • (2.2) 
Define a diagonal matrix rn and an M-matrix .An by 
Fn -= diag(71,n,..., 7n,n), An =- I + k(A + rn), (n = 1, 2,... ). (2.3) 
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In view of Hypothesis H(i) and 7i,n >_ 0, the inverse matrix .~I exists and is a positive matrix 
(cf. [11]). Hence for any initial iteration u~ ), the sequence {u (m) } given by the linear iteration 
process 
.~U~m) = U(nm_) 1 ÷ k [rnu(n '~-l) ÷ fn (U(nm-1), U(m:l))] , 
u (m) = r/n, 
( n = 1,2, . . . ) ,  
(2.4) 
(n = O, -1 , . . . , - s ) ,  
is well defined and can be computed by various standard methods (cf. [1-3]). Denote the sequence 
by {Q(m)} when u (°) = fin, and by {u (m) } when u (°) = un. The following lemma gives the 
monotone property of these sequences. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ~ >_ 0 in <~i,n,~,,n). Then, the sequences {fi(m)},{_u~(m)} given by (2.4) with 
fi(o) = fin and u_ (°) = fin possess the monotone property 
O. n ~ U~ m) ~ U(n re+l) ~ ~.t m'+l) _<C ~lt~ m) ~ f i ,  ('n"t = 1 ,2 , . . .  ). (2.5) 
Moreover, for each ra the pair ~(n m) and u(n ra) are ordered upper and lower solutions of (1.1). 
PROOF. The proof follows from a similar argument as that for the case without time delay and 
we give a sketch as follows: let w --(°) = Q~) - Q(1) = fin - U(1). By (2.3), (2.4), and (2.1), 
~4nW (°) = [I + k(X + Fn)lfin - [ n-I ÷ ~ -(0) 
- - ( I  + kA)~n-  [~1)1 + kfn(fa",fin-,)] >- f in -1 -  u.(121. 
By the positive property of ,~I and 5o _> r/o = rio, an inductive argument gives w(~ °) > 0 
for n = 1, 2 , . . . .  This yields Q(n x) <_ f~o). A similar argument using the property of a lower 
solution gives _u~ (°) _< u O). Moreover, by (2.4) and the mean-value theorem, w (1) -- 11~ 1) -- U~ (1) 
satisfies the relation 
~4~w (1) = w~l) 1 +k  [rn (fi~o)_ u_~(o)) +f  (fi~o),fi~o_)) _f  (u~O),_u(nO_) ,) ] 
,,,(1) ..El- ('ut tO2s-u (0) hi (2.6) =--n_ix~ [(rn+F.(~., 0._.)) --n-./j, 
( n = 1,2, . . . ) ,  
where ~n --= (~l,n,..-,~N,n) and On -- (01,n...ON,n) are some intermediate values between fi(o) 
and _u~ (°), and F~ and Fv are the Jacobi matrices given by 
( Ofl,n (~l,n, 01,n),. Of N'n ) F, (~, ,O, )  - diag \ - - -~-  . . ,  ~ (~N,n ,ON,n)  , 
(Ofl,n (~1 n, 01,n),. Of N,n ) Fv(~n,On) - diag ~- -~-  , ' "  0u (~N'n 'ON'n)  " 
(2.7) 
It is clear from (2.2) and (2.3) that for any ~n, On in (fi, f~), where 
(fi,fi) - {u~ E RN; Ii. <_ u~ _< fi}, (2.s) 
the matrix ( F + Ft,(~n, 8n-,)) is nonnegative. The hypothesis ~ > 0 in (~2~,n, ~,n) implies 
that Fr(~n, On-,) is also nonnegative. It follows from (2.6) and fi~0) > _~(0) that ~4~w(n I) > w(l_) r 
Since W(o I) = Wn - Wn -- 0, an induction argument shows that w (1) > 0 for all n. This leads to the 
conclusion _~(0) _< _u~O) < f~1) < fi~o). The monotone property (2.5) follows again by induction. 
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To show that f(m) and u(n ~) are upper and lower solutions for each m, we observe from (2.4), 
(2.2), and the nondecreasing property of fn(u, v) in v that 
(I + kA)f  <m, = f(nm_ ) +k  [Fn (f(m-1)_ fi(nm)) + fn (fi(m-,> f(m-l>'~'l 
t - ' - - '  ) J  
> fi(nm_ ) + kfn (f(m),fi(nm_)s). 
Since ~'~) = On for n = 0, -1 , . . . ,  - s ,  we see that fi~m) is an upper solution. The proof for the 
lower solution u_ (n) is the same. | 
It is clear from the monotone property (2.5) that the limits 
lira ~t~ rn) = f .  and limu(m) = u_~, as m --* oo, (2.9) 
exist and satisfy fin -> -un. To ensure that ~ = u n and is the unique solution of (1.1), we set 
M,  = max u,v ~ (f~i,n~i,~) , i = 1,.. .  ,N  , (2.10) 
and prepare the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let P,,  Q~ be N by N matrices uch that p(1  exists and pffx and Qn are both 
nonnegative. I f  wn satisfies 
Pnw~ > Wn-x + Qnwn-s, for n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
(2.11) 
wn > O, for n = 0 , -1 , . . . , - s ,  
then wn _> 0 for n = I, 2, .... 
PROOF. For n = I, 2,..., s, the initial condition in (2.11) and the nonnegative property of Qn  
imply that Qnwn-a >_ O. This leads to Pnwn >_ Wn-l. The existence and nonnegative property 
of p~l gives wn _> P~iWn-I. In view of w0 >_ 0, an inductive argument yields wn _> 0 
for n = 1,..., s. This is equivalent to wn-s  _> 0 for n = s + 1 .... ,2s which ensures that 
Pnwn >_ wn-I for n = s + 1,..., 2s. Since ws >_ 0, the same induction argument gives wn _> 0 
for n = s + 1,..., 2s. Repeating the above process shows that wn >_ 0 for every n = 1, 2,.... $ 
Based on Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have the following monotone convergence theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let fin, fin be a pair of ordered upper and lower solutions of (1.1) where ~ > 0 
in Jim = (f~i,n, Ui,n). Assume that k(Mn - Ao) < 1 and Hypothesis H hold. Then, the sequences 
{f(m)}, {U(m)} given by (2.4) with fi(o) = un and _u(°) = fin converge monotonically to a unique 
solution u n of (1.1) in (ftn, un). Moreover, 
< < < < a( < < a,, (m -- 1,2,...). (2.12) 
PROOF. It is clear by letting m ~ oo in (2.4) that both fin and u n are solutions of (I.I). Since 
every solution un E (~Ln,f~) is an upper solution as well as a lower solution when f(u,v) is 
nondecreasing in v, the consideration of (tin, fin) and (fin, tin) as two distinct pair of ordered 
upper and lower solutions in (2.4) leads to the relation _u~ (m) < tin _< Q(m) for every m. This 
ensures that u n _< un _< fin. Hence, to show the uniqueness of the solution in (fin, fin) it suffices 
to show Rn = _un. 
It is easy to see from (1.1) and fin _> --Un that wn ---- _un - fin is nonpositive and satisfies 
( I+  kA)w.  = w. -1  + k[f.C_u.,_u._.) - a . _ . ) ] ,  
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for n = 1, 2 . . . .  , and wn = 0 for n = 0, -1 , . . . ,  - s .  By the mean-value theorem and (2.10), 
(I + kA)wn = wn-1 + k[Fu(~,n,On-,)wn + Fv(~n,On-s)wn-,] 
_< wn-1 + k,[Mnwn + Fv(~n, On-s)wn-s], (2.13) 
where Fu and Fv are the diagonal matrices given by (2.7). The above inequality may be written 
as 
Pnwn ¢: wn-  1 -~- ktv(~n , On-s)wn_s, (n = 1, 2 , . . .  ), (2.14) 
where Pn =- (1 - kMn)l + kA. Since the smallest eigenvalue of Pn is Pn -- 1 -- kMn + kAo, the 
condition k(Mn - A0) < 1 ensures that  #n > 0. In view of Hypothesis H(i), p~l  exists and is 
a positive matrix. It follows from Lemma 2.2, using the nonnegative property of Fv(~,n, On-~), 
that wn >_ 0. This gives wn = 0 which proves fin = un. 1 
In the iteration process (2.4), the values of u(m_ ) and-u n_(m-i)s at the earlier time steps are also 
iterated for each ra. Using the existence, uniqueness, and comparison results given by Theo- 
rem 2.1, we can replace these terms by the solution without iteration. This leads to the following 
improved iterative scheme which is more convenient to use in practical computation: 
[ -, ( - ,  )] n_ i+k  rnu  (m +fn  u (m u~-s , (n=1,2 , . . . ) ,  
(2.1s) 
u (m) = t}n, (n = O, -1 , -2 , . . . , - s ) ,  
where u~_ 1 and u~_ s are known from the previous t ime steps starting from the initial condition. 
Denote the sequence again by {f(m)} when u (°) = fin and by {u_ (m) } when u (°) = fin. Then, we 
have the following analogous monotone convergence theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the conditions in Theorem 2.1, the sequences {f(m)}, {U(m)} given 
by (2.15) with fi(o) = fin and u_(°) = fJn converge monotonically to the unique solution u~ 
of (1.1) in (f~n, fLn) and satisfy the relation (2.12). 
PROOF. It is clear from (2.15) and (2.1) that  W(°) = fi(o) _ fi(1) satisfies 
- u* (f(o), f .  "zlnW(°)=[[+k(A+~n) fin] [ n - l+k( [ 'nu(° '+fn_  n-D) ) ]  
~> ( f i -1  U* - -  - -  n- i )  -'F k[fn(fin, an-,) - fn(fin, f : - s ) ] "  
Since by (2.2) the relation fin >_ fi~ holds for all n > -s, the above inequality and the nonde- 
creasing property of fn(u, v) in v imply that ,4~w -(°) > 0. This yields riO) < fi~0). Assume, 
by induction, that f(m) < f(m-1) for some m > 1. By (2.15) and the nonnegative property 
of (rn + - f(m) - un satisfies the relation 
.~LrtW(m) --~ k[rn -b Fu(~n,u~_s) ] (f(m-1)_ f(m)) > 0, 
for n = 1,2,..., and W(m) = 0 for n = 0,-I,...,-s, where ~n is an intermediate value between 
~. (re+l) f (m) ,  ~m-1) and fi(m). This leads to W (m) _> 0, or equivalently, un ~ Similar arguments 
• (re+l) , (re+l) yield u_(m) < _~n and _~n < fi(m+1). This proves the monotone property (2.5), and 
therefore the limits fin and u n in (2.9) exist. Letting m -~ oc in (2.15) shows that both un 
and _u n satisfy the equation 
(Z "F kA)un = u~_ 1 --b kfn(un , u*_s )  , (~t = 1, 2 , . . .  ). (2.16) 
It remains to show that fi = u_ n = u n. 
Since u~ is the solution of (i.I), a subtraction of (1.1) from the above equation gives 
(I + kA)w~ k[fn(u~, u*_ , )  - ¢ tu* u* ~1 Jnk n'  lt--s/J' 
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where w~ = u.  - u~ and u~ is either fi~ or u. .  By the mean-value theorem there exists an 
intermediate value ~n between ttn and u* such that 
[I + kA - kFu(~., u~_.)lw; = 0. 
However, by (2.10) and the condition k(M, - A0) < 1, the coefficient matrix of w~ in the above 
equation is nonsingular; we must have w~ = 0. This proves fan =_u, = u~ and thus the theorem. 
l 
3. MONOTONE ITERAT IONS FOR 
MORE GENERAL FUNCTIONS 
The monotone iterative schemes given in Section 2 can be extended to a larger class of functions 
f.(u, v). We first consider the case where f.(u, v) is quasimonotone onincreasing in v in the 
sense that ~ _< 0. In this case, upper and lower solutions are coupled and are given as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Two vectors f~, f~ are called coupled upper and lower solutions of (1.1) where 
_< o in J~,,, l i f t ,  _> 0,,  and 
( I  + ~i)O n ~ 0n-1  -{-/¢f.(fi., On-,), 
(x + ~A)O. < ~_ ,  + ~t,,(O., ~._.), 
ft. >_ W. >_ ~,  
(n = 1,2,...), 
(n = 0,-1,... ,-s). 
(3.1) 
In contrast to quasimonotone nondecreasing f,(u,v), upper and lower solutions for quasi- 
monotone nonincreasing fn(u, v) are coupled, and a solution of (1.1) is, in general, not an upper 
solution nor a lower solution. The idea of imposing the conditions in (3.1) is to obtain monotone 
convergence sequences from a suitable iteration process using fin and 8~ as a pair of coupled 
initial iterations. Specifically, by using f~o) _- ft, and _u~ (°) = fin as the initial iteration, we 
construct two sequences {Q(m)}, {u(nm)} from the uncoupled (but inter-related) linear system 
[ -,, )] . -1+ k r .o~ ~ + f~ -~-;') , 
(n = 1,2,.. .),  
(3.2) 
(n = O, -1 , . . . , - s ) .  
It is clear that the sequences {fi(m)}, {u_~(m)} are well defined and can be obtained in the same 
fashion as that for (2.4) except that both fi~m-1) and _u(~ m-l) must be computed before computing 
fi(m) or _u~ (ra). The following lemma gives the monotone property of these sequences. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ~ _< 0 in (fi~,n,fi~,n). Then, the sequences {fi~m)), {_u (m)) given by (3.2) 
with Q~) = fin and u_~ ) = fin possess the monotone property (2.5). Moreover, for each m, fi(m) 
and u(n ~) are coupled upper and lower solutions of (1.1). 
PROOF.  Let W~ ) = Q(0) _ f~1) and w_ (°) = _u~ (I) - _u~ ). By (3.2) and (3.1), 
.,4nw--'(n °) = (I  + kA)fitn - [fl~l)_ 1 + kfn(~,  dtn-,)] > fitn-1 - riO) -- . - -1'  
~o,  = [~,_) + ~f . (~,  ~._.)] _ (~ + ~A)~ ~_ ~'_) ,  - ~o_ , ,  
w(~o) = ~. -  n. > o, w_(2) = n . -  a. > o. 
It is easily seen by an induction argument that W~ ) > 0 and w(n °) > 0 for n -- 1, 2,..., which 
proves ft~ I) < ft~ °) and _u(n °) <_ _u(n I). Moreover, by (3.2) and the mean-vaiue theorem, w (1) -= 
~,~) - _.(.1) satisaes 
• (o) ~w(~) = w(A)1 + k [r.w(~0) + F~(~., o._.)w(2)- F~(~., o._.)w._. 1 , 
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for some ~n, On-, E (fan, fan). Since r~ + F~,(~n, On-,) is nonnegative, and by hypothesis, 
Fv (~n, On-s) is nonpositive, the above relation ensures .Anw (1) >- w(1)n-l" It follows from w(01) = 0 
and the positivity of ~tr~ 1 that w (I) > 0. This proves the relation u~ (°) <,  (s~) < ~1) < fi(n0). 
Assume, by induction, that u_ (m-l) < u(n m) < fin m < fi(m-x) for some m > 1. Then by (3.2) 
and the nonnegativity of (rn + F~) and (-Fv), W(n m) = fi(n~) - ~+i )  and w(n m) = u(n re+l) - u(n ~) 
satisfy 
= on 
It follows again from the positivity of A~ I and W ('~) = 0 that W(n m) > 0. This proves 
n . ( re+l )  . ( rn+l)  f ( ra+l )  f(m+l) < f(m). Similar arguments yield u (m) < un and _un < n . The mono- 
tone property (2.5) follows from the principle of induction. Finally, by (3.2), (2.5), and the 
quasimonotone nonincreasing property of fn (u, v), 
{~(r r t -1 )  . (m-1) '~]  (I + kA)f(n m) = fi(m_~ +k [Fn (fi(nm-x) _ fi(nm)) + fn \ -n  ,~n- ,  )J, 
- k n , - -n -  U , 
and similarly, 
< u~m_)l + kfn {u (m) ~.(rn) 
- -  _ _  Un- -8 )  • 
This shows that fi(m) and u (m) are coupled upper and lower solutions. II 
Based on the monotone property (2.5) we have the following existence-comparison theorem. 
TH~.OREM 3.1. Let fan, fan be a pa/r of coupled upper and lower solutions of (1.1) where ~ < 0 
in (fi~,n, fii,n). Assume that k(Mn - A0) < 1 and Hypothesis H hold. Then, the sequences 
{f(n m) }, {_u~ (m) } given by (3.2) with fi(n °) = fin and u_(n °) = fan converge monotonically to a unique 
solution u n of (1.1) in (fin, fan} and satisfy (2.12). 
PROOF. By the property (2.5), the limits fin and u n in (2.9) exist and fn  > un. Letting m ~ oo 
in (3.2) shows that 
(I  + kA)fin = fin-1 + kf~(fin, Un_~), 
(I  + kA)u_n = u _n_ 1 + kf,~(u n, ~- , ) ,  
fin = un = ~ln ,  
(n = 1,2, . . . ) ,  
(n = 0 , -1 , . . . , - s ) .  
(3.3) 
To ensure that fin and u n are solutions of (I.I), we need to show fin = un. 
Let wn = un-fin. Then, wn < 0 for n = 1,2,..., and wn = 0 for n = 0,-1,...,-s. By (3.3) 
and the mean-value theorem, 
(x + kA)wn = wn-  + k[fn(_un, f in - , )  - fn(fin,_Un-,)] 
= Wn-  + On- , )wn - F (en, On- , )wn- , ] ,  
(3.4) 
where ~n and On are some intermediate values in (fan, fan). In view of (2.10), the above relation 
implies that 
PnWn < Wn-1 -- kF ( n, 0n - . )wn- . ,  
where  Pn  = (1 - kMn)I  + kA. Since this is the same relation as that in (2.14) except hat F~ is 
replaced by ( -Fv)  which is nonnegative, we conclude from Lemma 2.2 that wn _> 0. This proves 
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= ~ -- u~, and therefore u~ is a solution. Now, if un is a solution of (1.1) in (ftn, ftn) then 
w~, - u~ - u~ satisfies (3.4) when ~ and f~ are replaced by u~ and u~, respectively. It follows 
from the proof for wn that ttn = u~ which ensures the uniqueness of the solution. This proves 
the theorem. | 
As in Theorem 2.2, the existence-comparison result given by Theorem 3.1 can be used to obtain 
an improved monotone iterative scheme. Specifically, by using ~(0) = ~ and _u(~ °) = f~ as the 
initial iteration, we construct two sequences {~(m)}, {u_(m)} from the iteration process (2.15). 
The following theorem gives an analogous result as that in Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Under the conditions in Theorem 3.1, the sequences {Q(m)}, {u(m)} given 
by (2.15) with O~ °) = f~ and u_~ ) = f~n converge monotonically to the unique solution u~ 
of (1.1) in (6n, f~) and satisfy the relation (2.12). 
PROOF. By (2.15) and (3.1), w --(°) -= f~0) _ f~) satisfies 
• ~W(n 0) ~ (~-1  -- U~-I)+ k [fn(l~, I~tn_.)- f~(Q(°),u~_.)] , 
for n = 1, 2, . . . ,  and w -~°) >_ 0 for n = 0, -1 , . . . ,  -s .  Since f~ = fi(0) and fi,~ > u~ >_ f~ for 
every n, the nonincreasing property of fn(u~, v,~) in vn gives Anw~ °) >_ 0. This yields w~ °) _> 0 
which proves ~1) < 40). The remaining proof follows from the same argument as that in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2 and is omitted. 1 
The above monotone iterative schemes can be extended to a larger class of nonlinear functions 
in the form 
fn(u,v) = f(1)(u,v) + f(2)(u,v), (3.5) 
where f~l)(u,v) is nondecreasing in v and fn(2)(u,v) is nonincreasing in v. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let f~(u,v) be given by (3.5). Then ~ and ~ are called coupled upper and 
lower solutions o[(1.1) ff ~ > ~ and 
(I + kA)fi,~ > ft,,_, + k [f~x)(ftn, ft,~_.)+ f~2)(ftn, fin_s)], 
(n= 1,2,. . .) ,  
(I + kA)~ <_ tln-1 + k [f~l)(l~, ~n-s) + f~)(~,, ~,_.)J, 
f_  (3.6) 
-> n, -> ~,  (n = 0, -1, . . . , -s) .  
Define 7~n ) _> 0 and M (t) by (2.2) and (2.10), respectively, with respect to f(1)n(u, v) for I = 1, 2, 
and replace the dements 7,,,~ of the diagonal matrix rn by 7~12 + 7~Y2, where f(i~)(u,v) are the 
components of f(t)(u, v). Then, by using f~o) =ftn and _~(0) = ~ as the initial iteration, we can 
construct two sequences {~m)), (_u~(m)) from the linear iteration process 
~m) =~m)=r / , ,  (n = 0 , -1 , . . . , - s ) .  
It is clear that the above sequences are well defined. In the following theorem, we show the 
monotone convergence of these sequences. 
THF~REM 3.3. Let fn(u,v) = f~D(u,v) + f~2)(u,v) and let f.~, fLn be a pair of coupled upper 
. .d Io~ .olutio.~ o~ (1.1) for the ~ ~ > 0 ~.d ~ < 0 in <,~,,.~,,,,). ~ , , , -e  *hat 
k(M¢. 1) + McJ > - ~o) < 1 ~.d Hn,othesis H hol~,. The ,  the ~ u ~  {a~m)}, {~m>} given 
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by (3.7) with fi(o) = ft. and u_ (°) = fin converge monotonically to a unique solution u~ of (1.1) 
in (fin, fin) and satisfy the relation (2.I2). 
PROOF. We first show the monotone property of (fi('~)} and {u_(m)}. Let W~) = fi(0) _ fi(1). 
By (3.7), (3.6), fi(o) = fin, and u(°) = fin, we have 
~t.w(°) =( I  +kA)fin-a~.l_)1-k [f.(1)(.(o) ~(o) ~ /~2) (a(o), Co) '~1 ~,--n ,--n-,/  + \ n ,.-~-n-,/J ~ W(0-)l, 
for n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  and  W(°) = f in - r /n  >_ 0 for n = 0, -1 . . . ,  - s .  This leads to fi(1) _< .(o). A similar 
argument gives u (°) <_ u (1). Moreover, by (3.7) and the mean-value theorem, w O) = fi(1) _ u(ll 
satisfies 
AnW(nl) = w(nl)t + k [Fn (~°) -  u (° ) )+ fn(1)(fi(°),. (°) ~-  f(1)(u(°), u (°) n - , ]  - -n- , /  
+k  [f(')(fi(n o) , u(° ). ) -  f ( ' ) (u  (°) , fi(o).)] 
_-w,:>, + ,  [F. + + (o,o> u,:>) 
F~ (2)  t ! + [F ! ' (& ,  0 ._ . )  - (¢ , ,On_ f l  (.<o) _ u<O> 
J \ , -~ -n -~/ ,  
for some intermediate values (~n, On-,), {t)' O' ~ in (fin,fin). It is easy to see from 7i,n k~l)n ) n- -81  
Of O) (2) 
-(1) -(2) and the hypothesis ~ > 0, ~ < 0 that the last two terms in the above relation "~li,n + "Ti,n -- -- 
are nonnegative. This gives .AnW (1) _> w(1_)1, and since w (1) = O, we obtain w (t) _> O. This 
proves the relation u (°) _< u (1) < fi(1) <_ fi(o). An induction argument shows that {fi(m)} and 
(u  (m) } possess the monotone property (2.5). Hence, the limits "n, u ,  in (2.9) exist and satisfy 
fin _> u , .  Letting m --* o, in (3.7) shows that 
(I + kA)f~ = tin-1 + k [f(x)(,n, 0 , _ , )+  f(2)(fin, un_,)] , 
( I  + kA)u n = un_ 1 4 k [f(1)(un,un_.)4 f(2)(un, tl.a-.)] , (3.8) 
.n  = _un = tin, (n = 0 , -1 . . . ,  -s). 
To show that fan = u n and is the unique solution of (1.1), we observe from (3.8) that wn - 
un  - fin satisfies 
= [F  ( .4-F(2)tt)' O ' ] (I"{"kA)wn Wn-14-k 1)(~n)0n-s)- - -u x,)n, n-s) Wn 
+ k [F(t)(~n,0n_s) F(a)(~:,0(_s)] - -  Wn_s )  
for n = I, 2 , . . . ,  and wn = 0 for n = 0, -1 , . . . ,  - s .  This leads to 
P .w.  <_ wn-t  + qnWn-s, (n = I, 2,,.. ), 
where Pn = (1 - k(M1 4- M2))I 4- kA and Qn = k(F(t)(~n,On-s) - F(2)(~'n,O~-s)). In view of 
k(M1 +M2 -A0) < 1 and the nonnegative property of F (1) and (-F(2)), the matrices Pn and Qn 
are nonnegative. It follows Lemma 2.2 that wn >_ 0, or equivalently, _u n _> fin. This leads to 
fin = un which shows that fin is a solution of (1.1). The uniqueness of the solution follows from 
the same reasoning as that given in the proof of Theorem 2.3. | 
Based on the conclusions in Theorem 3.3, we can replace the iterative scheme (3.7) by the 
improved iteration process 
"Anu(m) = un-1 + k [ Fnu(ra- 1) + f(1) (u(m-1)' Un-s) + f(~') (u(ra- 1)' u* -s )  ] ' (3.9) 
u(~) = nn, (n = 0 , -1 , . . . , - s ) ,  
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where u n is the unique solution of (1.1) and u (°) is either fin or fin. Specifically we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Under the conditions in Theorem 3.3 the sequences {Q(nm)}, {U(n m)} obtained 
from (3.9) with u (°) = fan and u(n °) = fan converge monotonically to the unique solution u~ 
of (1.1) and satisfy the relation (2,12). 
PROOF. Since the proof is similar to that for Theorem 3.2 with fn = f(1) + f(9.), we omit the 
details. | 
4. APPL ICAT ION TO A D IFFUSIVE  LOGIST IC  MODEL 
As an application of the results obtained in the previous sections, we consider the following 
diffusive logistic model with time delay: 
- \o , -2  +-r =au(r,t)Cl-u(r ,t -r))+q(r,t) ,  ((r,t) ~ fl), 
~r(O t )=O,  ~- (L , t )+#u(L , t )=g( t ) ,  ( t>0) ,  
(4.1) 
u(r, t) = ~(r, t), (0 < r < L, - r  < t < 0), 
where f /=  (0, L) x (0, T) for some T < oo, D, a, % and/3 are positive constants, and q, 9, and 
are nonnegative continuous functions in their respective domains. The above problem is a special 
case of (1.2) with V2u ---- ~ + (1/r)~ r and 
f ( r , t ,u ( r , t ) ,u ( r , t  - r))  = au(r,t)[1 - u(r , t  - r)] + q(r,t). 
The model problem (4.1) has been studied by many investigators and various qualitative prop- 
erties of the solution have been obtained (e.g., see [12-14]). Here we discretize (4.1) into a 
finite-difference system and construct a pair of upper and lower solutions so that the monotone 
iterative schemes given in Section 3 can be used to computer numerical solutions. 
Let h > 0 and k = r/s be the spatial and time increments, and let ri = ih, tn = nk be a 
mesh point in ~ -- [0,L] x [0,T], i -- 1,...,M and n = 1,2,...,N'. Define U~,n -- u(r~,tn), 
qi.n = q(ri, tn), 9n = g(tn) and 
f~,n(u~,n, u~,n-,) = aUg,n(1 - U~,n-,) + q~,n. (4.2) 
It is eaSy to see by the standard central difference approximation for ~ and ~7°~ and the backward 
approximation for ~tt that the corresponding finite difference system for the problem (4.1) is given 
by 
(1 q- 2kp)Uo,n - 2kp~l,n = U0,n-1 + kfo,n(UO,n, UO,n-s), (1) (1) 
(1 + 2kp)ui,n - kp 1 - ~ Ui_l, n - kp 1 + ~ Ui+l,n = Ui,n-1 "at kf i ,n(ui ,n,ui ,n- , ) ,  
(i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,M-  1), 
[1 + 2kp(1 + h13)]UM,n - 2kp~M-l,n ---- UM,n-1 -1" kfM,n(UM,n, UM,n-s) q-g*, 
u~,n = zh,n, (i = O, 1 , . . . ,  M,  n = O, -1 ,  . . . .  - s ) ,  
(4.3) 
where p = D/h 2 and g~ = 2D(k/h)g, (cf. [1,2,10]). In the above derivation the singular term 
ur(r,t)/r at r = 0 is approximated by urr(0, t) since by the boundary condition ur(0,t) = 0, 
Ur(r , t ) / r  ~ Urr(0, t) aS r --~ 0. It is clear that the system (4.3) is a special caSe of (1.1) with 
un = (uo,n,.. . ,  UM,n) and with f(,n given by (4.2) for i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  M - 1 and by fM,n + 9* 
for i = M. The coefticient matrix A is an (M + 1) by (M + 1) tridiagonal matrix whose elements 
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a~,j satisfy the condition in (H). Hence, to apply monotone iterative schemes it suffices to find a 
pair of upper and lower solutions. 
It is clear from the nonincreasing property of f~,n(u, v) in v (for u > 0) that upper and lower 
solutions are coupled and are required to satisfy the relation (3.1). Since f~,n(O, v) = 0 when 
i = 0, 1 . . . .  , M - 1 and fM,n(O, V) = g~ >_ 0, the pair fin = Un and fan = 0 satisfy the inequalit ies 
in (3.1) if 
( I  + kA)Un > Un-1  + k f (Un ,0) ,  (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N ' ) ,  
(4.4) 
Un > ~n, (n = 0 , -1 , . . . , - s ) .  
* whereg i* ,n=0for i=0,1 ,  M- land  * = * In view of fi,n (U~,n, O) = o'ui,n + q~,n + gi,n . . . .  , gM,n gn, 
it suffices to choose Un as the solution of the linear problem 
[(1 - ka)I  + kA]Un = Un-a + kq~,, U0 = r/0, (4.5) 
with Un = r/n for n = -1 , . . . ,  - s  and with 
. + * q~ = (qo,n,.. ,qM-l ,n,qM,n gn) , for n = 1 ,2 , . . . .  (4.6) 
The existence of a nonnegative solution to (4.5) is guaranteed by the condition k(a - Ao) < 1 
and the nonnegative property of the data q~ and r/0. With this pair of upper and lower solu- 
tions, we can compute the sequences {fi(nm)}, {_u~ (m) } from either (3.2) or (2.15) with fi~) = Un 
and u(n °) = 0. The elements ~/~,n of diagonal matr ix  Fn in (3.2) and (2.15) may be taken as 
7~,n = max{0, a(U~,n - 1}, where Uo,n,. . . ,  UM,n are the components of Un.  As a consequence 
of Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.2, these sequences converge monotonical ly  to a unique solution 
U* * u* =- ( o ,n , ' " ,  UM,n) of (4.3). Numerical results for some similar diffusive logistic models (with 
or without time delay) has been given in [4,12,15]. 
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